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Abstract

With 84.75 million Filipinos online, the abil-001
ity for models to process online text is crucial002
for developing Filipino NLP applications. To003
this end, spelling correction is a crucial prepro-004
cessing step for downstream processing. How-005
ever, the lack of data prevents the use of lan-006
guage models for this task. In this paper, we007
propose an N-Gram + Damerau-Levenshtein008
distance model with automatic rule extraction.009
We train the model on 300 samples, and show010
that despite limited training data, it achieves011
good performance and outperforms other deep012
learning approaches in terms of accuracy and013
edit distance. Moreover, the model (1) requires014
little compute power, (2) trains in little time,015
thus allowing for retraining, and (3) is easily016
interpretable, allowing for direct troubleshoot-017
ing, highlighting the success of traditional ap-018
proaches over more complex deep learning019
models in settings where data is unavailable.020

1 Introduction021

Filipinos are among the most active social media022

users worldwide (Baclig, 2022). In 2022, roughly023

84.75 million Filipinos were online (Statista,024

2022a), with 96.2 percent of them on Facebook025

(Statista, 2022b). Given this, developing language026

models that can process online text is crucial for027

improving the quality of Filipino NLP applications.028

Contractions and abbreviations are common in029

such online text (Salvacion and Limpot, 2022).030

For example, dito (here) can be written as d2, or031

nakakatawa (funny) as nkktawa, which are abbre-032

viated based on their pronunciation. However, lan-033

guage models like Google Translate remain limited034

in their ability to detect and correct such words, as035

we find later in the paper. Hence, we aim to im-036

prove the spelling correction ability of such models.037

In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness038

of a simple n-gram based algorithm for this task,039

inspired by prior work on automatic rule genera-040

tion by Mangu and Brill (1997). Specifically, we041

(1) create a training dataset of 300 examples, (2) 042

automatically generate n-gram based spelling rules 043

using the dataset, and (3) use the rules to propose 044

and select candidates. We then demonstrate that 045

this model outperforms seq-to-seq approaches. 046

Ultimately, the paper aims to highlight the use- 047

fulness of traditional approaches in areas where 048

SOTA language models are difficult to apply due 049

to limitations in data availability. Such approaches 050

have the added benefit of (1) requiring little com- 051

pute power for training and inference, (2) training 052

in very little time (allowing for frequent retrain- 053

ing), and (3) giving researchers full clarity over 054

its inner workings, thereby improving the ease of 055

troubleshooting. 056

2 Related Work 057

The problem of online text spelling correction is 058

most closely related to spelling normalization. This 059

is a subtask under spelling correction that aims to 060

revert versions of a word, such as shortcuts and 061

abbreviations into their original form (Nocon et al., 062

2014). This is especially useful for low-resource 063

languages like Filipino, wherein spelling is often 064

not standardized across its users (Li et al., 2020). 065

Several approaches have been tested for word 066

normalization in online Filipino text. The these in- 067

clude (1) predetermined rules for correcting words 068

based on commonly seen patterns in online text 069

(Guingab et al., 2014; Oco and Borra, 2011), (2) 070

dictionary-substitution models for extracting pat- 071

terns in misspelled words and applying them on 072

new words (Nocon et al., 2014), or (3) trigrams 073

and Levenshtein or QWERTY distance to select 074

words which shared the same first or last three let- 075

ters as the misspelled word, and was close in terms 076

of edit or keyboard distance (Chan et al., 2008; Go 077

et al., 2017). 078

Each method has its limitations which we seek 079

to address. Predetermined rules must be manually 080

updated to learn emerging patterns, as is common 081
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in the constantly evolving vocabulary of online Fil-082

ipino text (Salvacion and Limpot, 2022; Lumabi,083

2020). Dictionary-substitution models are limited084

by the constraint of picking mapping each pattern085

to only a single substitution, whereas in reality, dif-086

ferent patterns may need to be applied to different087

words bearing the same pattern (Nocon et al., 2014).088

Trigrams and distance metrics alone may be suc-089

cessful in the context of correcting typographical090

errors for which the model was developed (Chan091

et al., 2008), but may not be as successful on in-092

tentionally abbreviated words. Our work uses a093

combination of these methods to develop a model094

that can be easily updated, considers multiple possi-095

ble candidates, and works in the online text setting.096

The task is further complicated by the lack of097

data, which hinders the use of language models.098

Previous supervised modeling approaches require099

thousands of labeled examples (Etoori et al., 2018),100

and even unsupervised approaches for similar prob-101

lems required vocabulary lists containing the de-102

sired words for translation (Lample et al., 2018a,b).103

Since such datasets are not available, our paper re-104

visits simpler models, and finds that they exhibit105

comparable performance to that of SOTA models.106

3 Data107

We use a dataset consisting of Facebook comments108

made on weather posts of a Philippine weather109

bureau in 2014. We identified 400 abbreviated and110

contracted words within the posts, and manually111

annotated them with their correct versions. We then112

create a training and validation split using 300 and113

100 examples respectively.1114

4 Model115

Automatic Rule Generation We automatically116

extract spelling rules from pairs (w, c), where117

w is a misspelled word, and c is its corrected118

version. The rule generation algorithm slides a119

window of length k over w and c, and records120

w[i : i + k] → c[j : j + k] as a rule (i, j are121

pointers); it returns each k length substring paired122

with a list of the “correct" substrings mapped to the123

original substring (See Appendix 1).124

We further filter candidates to words present in125

a Filipino vocabulary list developed by Gensaya126

(2018) (MIT License), except for when none of127

1The datasets and code for our experiments is available at
the following repository: https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/Filipino-Slang-414C/README.md.

the candidates exist in the vocabulary list, in which 128

case we use all the generated words as candidates. 129

We experiment with substrings of length 1 130

through 4, and find that using k = 2 achieves the 131

best performance and shortest inference time. 132

Candidate Generation We recursively generate 133

candidates by replacing each substring with all pos- 134

sible rule replacements generated from the previous 135

section. In case the substring does not exist in the 136

dictionary, we keep the substring as is. 137

Ranking Candidates We explore two ways of 138

ranking candidates: (1) Damerau-Levenshtein Dis- 139

tance we rank candidates based on their edit dis- 140

tance from the misspelled word using the pyxdam- 141

eraulevenshtein package with standard settings, and 142

(2) Likelihood Score we compute the likelihood of 143

the output word c given misspelled word w as the 144

product of probability the rules used to generate 145

it, where the probability of a rule is the number of 146

occurrences of a → b divided by the number of 147

rules starting with a (See Eqs 1, 2). 148

P (a→ b) =
|{a→ b}|
|{a→ c}∀c|

(1) 149

P (w → c) =

len(w)−k∏
i=1

P (w[i : i+ k] → c[i : i+ k]) (2) 150

5 Evaluation 151

Comparison to Language Models To bench- 152

mark the performance of our models, we train seq- 153

to-seq models using the same dataset. We fine- 154

tune a ByT5 model (Xue et al., 2022), which is a 155

modified version of T5 by Raffel et al. (2020) that 156

uses character level tokenization. The model was 157

pretrained on multiple cross-lingual tasks and was 158

shown to be robust to misspelled words in multi- 159

ple languages; we hypothesize that a model robust 160

to typos may be adapted to processing misspelled 161

words in Filipino. We finetune ByT5 on 80% of the 162

training data using negative cross-entropy loss, and 163

perform early stopping using the remaining 20%. 164

Given the small size of our dataset, we apply a 165

semi-supervised approach to improve the perfor- 166

mance of ByT5. We implement a modified ver- 167

sion of the Π-model proposed by Laine and Aila 168

(2017) (See Fig 1), which uses mean-squared loss 169

to minimize the distance between the predicted 170

corrections for two versions of a misspelled word. 171
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Figure 1: Pi-Model Architecture (Laine and Aila, 2017)

Hence, the final loss is a weighted sum of the origi-172

nal negative cross-entropy loss and the additional173

mean-squared loss. We experiment with different174

weights, and find that using weights of 0.4 and 0.6175

on mean-squared and negative cross-entropy loss176

respectively achieves the best performance.177

For both models, we train using lr = 5e−5,178

and train the ByT5 and ByT5 + Π-Model for179

13 and 22 epochs respectively based on early180

stopping. For inference, we obtain the top five181

candidates for each misspelled word by setting182

num_return_sequences = 5, which returns the183

highest scoring candidates using beam search.184

Comparison to Google Translate In addition to185

training our own models, we test the Google Trans-186

late model’s ability to correct misspelled words as a187

further benchmark. We select Filipino as the source188

language and English as the output language. We189

then type input each word in the validation dataset,190

and check if the model outputs a valid translation191

or suggests a correction (i.e. “Did you mean X?"),192

or merely copies the input word to the output. A193

correct translation or correction indicates the model194

was able to correct (and thereby translate) the mis-195

spelled word, whereas copying the word indicates196

that the model was unable to correct that word.197

Evaluation We use the following metrics for our198

analysis199

• Accuracy @ k: Average number of observa-200

tions where the target is present among the201

top-k candidates202

• Damerau-Levenshtein Distance (DLD):203

Best, average, and worst-case DLD among204

the top 5 candidates205

In addition, we analyze the errors encountered by206

the best model, to understand the reasons for such207

errors and propose directions for its improvement.208

6 Results 209

6.1 Results from Evaluation Metrics 210

We fit our models on the train dataset and report 211

the results in Table 1. 212

The N-Grams + DLD algorithm performs best in 213

terms of accuracy @ 1, 3, and 5 and best-case DLD. 214

It achieves an improvement of 33% from the next 215

best model (Google Translate) for accuracy @ 1, 216

which we consider as the most indicative measure 217

of performance, as real-world spellcheckers often 218

only suggest one word. In addition, the ByT5 + 219

Π-Model exhibits the best average and worst-case 220

DLD, which shows that the model generates many 221

candidates which resemble the target, though not 222

exactly achieving the correct output. 223

It is interesting to note the significant difference 224

in performance between N-Grams + DLD and N- 225

Grams + Likelihood, despite the fact that they use 226

the same candidate list for inference. This indicates 227

that the likelihood function is unable to accurately 228

rank candidates in order of their correctness, and 229

requires further improvement. 230

Moreover, we observe that applying the Π- 231

model results in a relatively little marginal improve- 232

ments over the original ByT5 model across all met- 233

rics evaluated; this illustrates the impact of semi- 234

supervised approaches over supervised approaches 235

in settings with limited data, albeit with limited 236

success. 237

It is also worth noting how for a dataset of 300 238

examples, our rule generation algorithm runs in 239

under a second on a local CPU, and its average 240

inference time averages 2.781 seconds per observa- 241

tion. In contrast, the ByT5 and ByT5 + Π-Model 242

required GPUs, though with faster inference time. 243

6.2 Analysis of Errors from N-Gram + DLD 244

Model 245

We analyze the examples in which the N-Gram 246

+ DLD did not select the correct word as the top 247

choice (i.e. error at k = 1). The N-Gram + DLD 248

model produced errors on 23 observations (out of 249

100); we separate these errors into those where the 250

target was and was not in the candidate list. 251

Errors with Target in the Candidates There 252

were 9 (out of 23) errors wherein the target was not 253

among the candidates. In such cases, the Damerau- 254

Levenshtein sorting function returned candidates 255

which closely resembled the input, but were wrong; 256

the correct choices were ranked in the top 12.65% 257
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Model Accuracy @ k (%) DLD
k = 1 k = 3 k = 5 Min Mean Max

N-Grams + DLD 0.77 0.82 0.85 0.46 2.91 4.73
N-Grams + Likelihood 0.17 0.38 0.58 1.22 3.50 5.29
ByT5 0.27 0.45 0.52 1.19 2.82 4.44
ByT5 + Π-Model 0.31 0.46 0.54 0.94 2.70 4.27
Google Translate 0.44 - - - - -

Table 1: Performance of Spelling Normalization Models on Validation Set

of candidates on average (median of 8.57%). Given258

the difficulty in distinguishing between words with259

similar spellings, other context may be required260

(e.g. the words surrounding the misspelled words,261

likelihood of word occurring).262

Errors with Target not in the Candidates263

There were 14 (out of 23) errors with targets not in264

the candidate list; here, the rule dictionary lacked265

at least one rule that was necessary to correct each266

of the misspelled words. Upon adding these rules267

to the dictionary, the model correctly predicted all268

but five observations. In those five cases, the tar-269

get was in the candidate list but not selected as the270

top result, suggesting the need for better ranking271

methods as discussed in the previous section.272

As demonstrated by this section, a benefit of the273

N-Gram + DLD model is that it allows access to274

the rules that generated these patterns, hence allow-275

ing us to understand the cause of such errors. This276

allows us to directly make tweaks (e.g. by adding277

rules, tweaking substring length k) to improve the278

model. In contrast, explainability remains a chal-279

lenge for language models, thereby reducing their280

ease of troubleshooting.281

7 Conclusion282

In this study, we propose an N-Gram + DLD model283

for spelling normalization of Filipino online text.284

We create a labeled dataset of 400 examples, train285

the model with 300 examples, and compare it to286

supervised (ByT5) and semi-supervised (ByT5 +287

Π-Model) approaches, as well as Google Trans-288

late’s “Did you mean X?" function. The N-Gram +289

DLD model outperforms other approaches in terms290

of accuracy and best-case edit distance (Damerau-291

Levenshtein distance), with a 33% improvement292

in accuracy @ 1 over the next best model (Google293

Translate). This shows the potential of traditional294

techniques over current language models, espe-295

cially in settings where data is scarce.296

In addition to improved performance, the N- 297

Gram + DLD model exhibits a number of other 298

benefits. For example, the model requires little 299

compute power and memory for training and infer- 300

ence, requiring only CPU compute and training in 301

under a second for the current dataset. This allows 302

for frequent retraining of the model and addition 303

of new spelling rules as new words emerge. In ad- 304

dition, the model allows researchers to understand 305

how predictions are made, and thereby make ap- 306

propriate tweaks to the spelling rules, candidate 307

sorting method, or even hyperparameters used (e.g. 308

length of substrings). 309

This work has a number of limitations that open 310

up areas for improvement. First, larger train and 311

validation datasets can be developed to improve 312

the comprehensiveness of the rule dictionary and 313

evaluate the robustness of the model. Also, more 314

complete dictionaries containing Filipino words 315

and their conjugations can help filter down valid 316

candidates before running DLD. 317

Second, much work is needed to improve how 318

the candidates are ranked, especially in cases where 319

the target and selected words are similar, as dis- 320

cussed in the section 6.2. One way this can be 321

improved is by further ranking words by how com- 322

mon they are, or by inferring the correct choice 323

from the context. This has the added benefit of 324

reducing the candidate pool, requiring fewer DLD 325

calculations and hence reducing inference time. 326

Finally, more semi-supervised and unsupervised 327

methods can be explored for this task, to leverage 328

the large amount of unstructured online Filipino 329

text to achieve much better performance on the 330

word normalization task. 331

Ultimately, the development of such models will 332

pave the way for improvements in Filipino NLP, 333

and enable the development of more applications 334

that can serve the wider online Filipino community. 335
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A Algorithms 422

Algorithm 1 Automatic Rule Generation
Input w (wrong word), r (right word)
Output d {<substring>:[<replacements>]}

1: k, d← {}, ptrw = 0, ptrr = 0
2: while ptrw < len(w) & ptrr < len(r) do
3: substrw ← w[ptrw : ptrw + k]
4: substrr ← r[ptrr : ptrr + k]
5: if substrw = substrr then
6: ptrw ← ptrw + k
7: ptrr ← ptrr + k
8: else
9: ptrw ← ptrw + 1

10: ptrr ← ptrr + k
11: end if
12: Append substrr to key substrw in d
13: end while
14: Return d
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B Computational Details423

We use one 8x RTX 3090 (24GiB) GPU to perform424

training for the ByT5 and ByT5 + Π-Models. Both425

models took under 30 minutes to run, and we used426

a total of two computational hours across trials. We427

note that ByT5 consists of 300 million parameters.428
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